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Walking with prehistoric beasts land of giants

Walk with the BeastsRodary cover DVD Walk with BeastsAlso known as Walking with Prehistoric BeastsGenredoacricationThe Great HainesJasper JamesDadrew Wilkes Developed by Ordyu WilkesPispiking category BartlettJasper JamesMichael Olm The Director James Nigel Paterson Is the Director (s) Mike MilneNarrated Kenneth
Branagh (UK) Stockard Channing (USA)Christian Slater (Prehistoric Planet)Composer (s)Ben BartlettCountry OriginIntiginal Language (s)EnglishNo. episodes6ProductionExecutive Producer (s)Tim HainesProducer (s) Jasper JamesNegel PatersonProduction Location (s) Arizona, Brazil, Ethiopia, Florida, Java, Mexico, South Africa,
YukonCinematographyJohn HowarthMichael PittsEditor (s)Greg SmithAndrew WilksRunning time30 minutesProduction company (s) BBC Natural History UnitImpossible PicturesDistributorBBC WorldwideReleaseOriginal networkBBC OneOriginal release 15 November (2001-11-15) -21 December 2001 (2001-12-21)TimelineProfiled Walk
with DinosaursAfter Walking with MonstersRelated shows in Walk with ... SeriesExternal linksWebsite Walking with Beasts is a 2001 documentary miniseries produced by the BBC's Natural History Division. This is the second part of The Walk with ... series and sequel Walking with Dinosaurs. The beasts occur after the extinction of
Neavian dinosaurs 65 million years ago, depicted in Walking with Dinosaurs, and recreate the Kenozoy animals with computer images and animatronics. Like dinosaurs, his narration is presented in the style of a traditional documentary about nature. Some of the concepts he illustrates are the evolution of whales, horses, elephants and
humans. In North America, Beasts was broadcast on discovery channel with Stockard Channing replacing Kenneth Branagh as the narrator. It will later be re-edited and re-recounted for the second season of Prehistoric Planet for the Discovery Kids lineup, with Christian Slater providing the narrative in place of Kenneth Branagh.
Producing the puppet heads used in the series, the Horniman Museum, London producer Tim Haines wanted to create a sequel to Walk with Dinosaurs so the public could discover fascinating cenozoic mammals that were less represented in popular culture than dinosaurs. As with Walking with Dinosaurs, film crews go to places that
correspond to the depicted periods of time and shoot either empty landscapes (when the animals will be created later with CGI) or animatronic animals for close-up. Sometimes it was necessary to repeat the impact of animated animals on the environment, for example, traces left in the snow by a woolly mammoth. The broad movements
of the animatronics were controlled by puppeteers, while thinner thinner controlled remotely and operated with servo engines. The visual effects budget was about $7 or $8 million, which is much lower than the feature film of the time. Tim Haines explained this with solid planning. The fur coats and moving parts of the mammals made the
creatures in the beasts more difficult to animation than the scaly reptiles Walking with Dinosaurs. The short fur was animated by tricks and long shaggy coats (like a woolly mammoth) with fur shaders. For anatomically modern humans and Neanderthals, living actors were used in The Mammoth Journey. In Next of Kin, extreme close-ups
of Australopithecus also hired actors wearing prosthetics. Sabre Tooth was filmed in Brazil, where Smilodon actually wandered. Filming of the landscapes of the Ice Age for the final episode took place in the Canadian territory of Yukon. The list of episodes of BBC One aired weekly on Thursday night, with regular repeats the following
Sunday afternoon. In 2010, the series was repeated on BBC Three in an omnibus format as a three-hour episode. No.TitleTimeDirecto air dateU.K. Viewers (millions)1 New Dawn 10-49 MiaJesper James and Nigel Paterson November 15, 2001 (2001-11-15)13.99 Early Eocene (Germany) Shooting Place: Java Gastornis as he appeared
in The Walk with the Beasts Episode begins with a show showing how dinosaurs were dominating the land and that the little mammals were small. It then shows how an asteroid the size of Everest struck Earth and destroyed dinosaurs, and how mammals evolved into new shapes after that. The first episode depicts the warm tropical
world of the early Eocene, sixteen million years after the extinction of the Neavian dinosaurs. Birds that survive the dinosaur lines, including the giant carnivores Gastornis, rule the world, while the mammals are still very small. The setting is next to a message pit in Germany. Due to volcanic activity, sudden massive emissions of carbon
dioxide stuck under lakes pose a significant danger to local wildlife. The episode centers around the Leptictidium family, a bouncing, shrewd mammal that emerged in the early hours to feed for food. As the mother of Leptictidium poop, first in solidarity and then with her puppies, she wanders next to a large predatory mammal, identified as
Ambolotetsus, a walking whale. The female Gastornis, who cared for one egg in her nest, makes two attempts to hunt a small herd of Missing, early horses. The first attempt fails when sounds among the vegetation betray its presence. The second attack is successful when the Missingerium consumes the fermentation of grapes and fails
her attacks. Gastornis also defends his territory from another other Unfortunately, while the mother is hunting, the horde of Titanomyrma, a giant carnivorous ant, collide with the egg when it just starts to hatch, and successfully kill and eat the chicken. When the female discovers her dead offspring at dusk, she leaves the forest to try to
earn another family. With the arrival of the night, a group of lemurs, like Godinotia, communicate and copulate in the dark. Ambulocetus finally manages to catch the creodont near the edge of the lake. As the night wears on, tremors unleash trapped carbon dioxide from under the lake and gas suffocates much of the surrounding life.
Leptictidium survive because the nest was in the wind of gas, and Gastornis also survived because she left the area in the woods. It is noted that although Leptictidium survived the gas, they eventually do not leave descendants, while Ambulocetus, which was killed by deadly gases, will develop into whales, thus creating a scene for the
next episode. Beasts: Leptictidium Gastornis Ambulotetus Missing (note 1) Godinotia Eurotamandua (unnamed, live acted on tamandua) Titanoirma (unnamed, identified as Giant Ants) Lesmesodon (unnamed) Crocodile Gekko Tyrannosaurus (stock footage from Walk with Dinosaurs) Ankylosaurus (stock footage from Walk with
Dinosaurs) Didelfodon (stock footage from Walk with a Dinosaur 2 Whale Killer36 myaJasper James and Nigel Paterson On 22 November 2001 (2001-11-22)11.34 36 million years ago, Late Eocene (Pakistan / Tethys Sea) Shooting Location: Florida Andrewsarchus, as he appeared in Walk with the Beasts the second episode takes place
at the end of the Eocene, when the polar caps froze and dramatically changed the Ocean currents of the Earth and the climate. The first part of the episode explains how early whale, Basilosaurus comrades and how the world changes into an ocean of hunger. On land is Andrewsarch, driven to the beach to feed sea turtles. The narrator
explains that Andrewsarch, the largest predator of terrestrial mammals ever walking on the ground, has hooves and is associated with sheep, so it is, in a sense, a sheep in wolf's skin. Back in the ocean, the starving mother Basilosaurus is forced to hunt in the mangrove swamps of Africa, which will later become the Sahara Desert.
Unable to catch a primate named Apidium because of a shark, killing one of the primates and scaring the other, she hunts the lonely Moeritherium. Moeritherium creeps to the ground, but in mangroves, the earth does not last long. However Moeritherium escapes and Basilosaurus returns to the sea. The cast moves to the ground where
the herd of emboloeria struggle to survive: one of their calves dies after birth and two Andrewsarchus feast on it, but the mother of Embolotherium drives them away because she has a strong bond with her offspring, even if it is Back at sea, the mother of Basilosaurus preys on a group of dolphins like Dorudon and their young, and
successfully. The episode ends with the mother of basilosaurus swimming with her newborn cub. In the end, it is recognized that Africa will soon be closer to Europe, causing the Tethys Sea to disappear. While whales generally survive the subsequent extinction, Basilosaurus will unfortunately disappear along with Tethys. Beasts:
Basilosaurus Andrewsarchus Emboloteia (identified as brontother) Dorudon Moyriterium Apidium Fisogalus (identified as shark) Puppieger (identified as a turtle) Vulture 3 Earth Giants25 myaJasper James and Nigel Paterson November 29, 2001 (Mongolia) Filming location: Mexico, Arizona Entelodon as he appeared in Walk with the
Beasts The third episode takes place during the Late Oligocene (Mongolia) Filming Scene: Mexico, Arizona Entelodon as he appeared in Walk with the Beasts The third episode takes place during the Late Oligocene , in Mongolia, where there have been seasonal rains followed by prolonged droughts. She focuses on the mother of
Paracerateria, a massive hornless rhino, the largest terrestrial mammal ever to live as one night, giving birth to a healthy male calf, trying to fend off the predatory Giaenodon. By morning the calf slowly learns to walk and a week later his mother takes him to the open plain, where he will spend the rest of his life. The inquisitive calf
encounters the mother of Sinodictis, who kicks him out of his family burrow to protect his puppies. The calf then learns to survive on its own by copying his mother's actions. Soon after, the mother's previous calf arrives, but his mother violently pushes him away. Hyaenodon is then seen stalking the herd of Chalicotherium, successfully
killing one, but the Entelodon trio drive it away from the carcass. During the dry season, there is a huge shortage of food and water, putting even the toughest of their greatest stress. The mother, dehydrated, was unable to produce enough milk for the calf, which is getting weaker and weaker over time. At night, the pair is joined by an
elderly female, who leads them to a small, muddy lake, where they drink to fill them and regain their strength. The wet season returns and the water level rises, flooding the family's cynodictis burrows, and drowning sleeping puppies. Mother and calf cross the river, mother does it with ease, while the calf struggles to make it a dirty shore,
but finally succeeds. Three years pass, and the calf violently chases his mother in anticipation of her upcoming birth. He then goes unseen for a few days, but when he is seen, he limps and a leg injury may have caused another young man Paraceratherium. When he returns to his mother, she aggressively chases him, her maternal
instincts passed to her new calf. After 3 months, the calf learns to stand on its drives away Entelodon. Beasts: Paracerterium (identified as Indricoter) Giaenodon Entelodon Chalicoteria (identified as chalicothere) Cynodictis (identified as bear-dog) 4 Next Kin3.2 myaJasper James and Nigel Paterson December 6, 2001 (2001-12-06) - note
3 3.2 million years ago, The Late Pliocene (Ethiopia) Filming Location: South Africa, Ethiopia Ancylotherium as it appeared in Walk with the Beasts The fourth episode takes place in the Great Rift Valley in northeast Africa's late Pliocene. The climate has changed and now large meadows have replaced trees, with many modern animals
appearing with them. The episode focuses around a tribe of small hominids known as Australopithecus, one of the first apes capable of walking upright and a close human ancestor. Australopithecus evolved to go vertically to better maneuver the plains as well as climb trees. However, he notes that although Australopithecus looks human,
it still only has a brain the size of a chimpanzee. Some of the topics explored in the episode are the close social ties between the tribe, how they use care as a means of communication, and how they work together to feed food and protect each other from attacks by animals such as the angry man Deinotherium, the ancestor of the modern
elephant, which they must escape from to escape, and the feline predator Dinofelis. It touches on how rival tribes of Australopithecus war with each other, though much of the fighting for the show. It also explains the hierarchy in the tribe among males who are much larger than females, and tells the story of how a dominant male
nicknamed Gray is eventually overcome by another male nicknamed Hercules, who wins the right to feed first on carrion and mate with females. The main story tells the story of a young Australopithecus nicknamed Blue, whose mother was killed by malaria. He and his tribe were later forced to leave their homeland during a fight over a
water pond with a rival tribe. After a long journey in search of a new home, Blue fits into his tribe, rallying them into scaring off the hungry Dinofelis. Beasts: Australopithecus Dinofelis Deinoterium Antilotheria Common Warthogs White Rhino Black Jackal White-Podclytic Vulture zebra (carcass) Ostrich (egg) 5 Sabre Tooth1 myaJasper
James and Nigel Paterson13 December 2001 (2001-12-13)5.87 1 million years ago, Early Pleistocene (Paraguay) Filming Scene: Brazil Phorusrhacos as he appeared in Walk with the Beasts The fifth episode reveals the strange fauna of the isolated continent of South America and explores the aftermath of the Great American Exchange
that occurred 1.5 million years ago. Since South America moved away from Antarctica 30 million years ago, many Mammals have evolved, including Doedicurus, an armored battleship-like mammal with a cannon ball-sized spiked club on its tail; Macrauhia, camel mammal with a long trunk; and Megatherium, the giant laziness of the
earth. Before the continents of South America and North America collided, a 10-foot-tall bird of prey called Phorusrhacos reigned as the top predator. However, the great cats migrating from the north soon supplanted them as the main predators. The episode focuses on the male Smilodeon, a saber-toothed cat called Half Tooth, whose
leadership pride is threatened by two rival men who are brothers and work together against him. Half of The Tooth wisely retreats without any serious injury, feeling that the male opponent will be too strong for him. Rival males kill the Cubs Half Tooth and take on its pride. Next, the episode shows Smilodon hunting down Macrauchenia
and trying to protect the remaining two young men from the two men. In the background, Phorusrhacos wait to clear Macrauchenia, which the pride of Smilodon killed. However, Megaterium charges Smilodon, in order to eat some of the carrion as a diet supplement. In the process, Megaterium kills the male's dominant rival, allowing Half
of the Tooth to return, kill another male and regain its territory. A year later, his assistant has another litter of cubs. Beasts: Smilodon Forouarhacos Macraucing Megaterium Doedicurus 6Mammoth Journey30,000 yaJasper James and Paterson Nigel20 December 2001 (2001-12-20)9.48 30,000 years ago, Late Pleistocene (Belgium)
Shooting spot: Yukon Woolly rhino as he appeared in Walk with the Beasts The sixth episode takes place during the last Ice Age of the Late Pleistocene. It starts in the height of summer. The North Sea has become a grassy plain, because ice on polar caps has led to a significant drop in sea level. Herds of woolly mammoths, saigas and
bison graze on the plain. The Cro-Magnon clan also spends the summer. The central scene in the episode is given to the migration of herds of mammoths as they travel 400 kilometers from the North Sea to the Swiss Alps for the winter and then back in the spring. As the mammoth herd migrates south, the episode shows two large deer,
elk like Megaloceros, fighting for the rights to harem females. When the male moose fights, a group of Cro-Magnons lure them into an ambush and kills one. The mother of the mammoth and her child are separated from the herd, but survive when meeting the European cave lion. When a herd of mammoths reaches the Swiss Alps, the
mother and mammoth reunite with their herd. The episode also depicts a clan of Neanderthals who have evolved to survive in cold climates. One of them is accused of being a woolly rhino but fleeing, in part because of its chunky constitution. Culmination this is when the Neanderthal clan attack the herd of mammoths as they turn back
north. Neanderthals are gifted hunters who are able to chase two mammoths off a cliff with fire and spears, one of them being the matriarch of the herd. The episode ends at the Oxford University Museum of Natural History with humans looking at the various skeletons of some of the descendants of the animals featured in the series. The
camera then pulls back through the roof of the museum until the whole world is visible. The narrator says: Since then we have built museums to celebrate the past, and have spent decades studying prehistoric lives. And if all this has taught us anything, it is: no species lasts forever. Beasts: The Woolly Mammoth Megalocero Woolly Rhino
Man Cave Lion Neanderthal Syga Antelope Wolf Wisent Science Walk with Beasts is a two-episode companion documentary, Science Walk with Beasts, aired in November 2001 on BBC One. This series featured interviews with paleontologists and explanations of how fossil records and modern day descendants reported what is known
about the animals depicted in the beasts, as well as brief sections showing the development of CGI and animatronic animals used in the series. No.TitleDirected byOriginal air date1Triumph of the beastsKeit Bartlett21 2001 (2001-11-21) Explanation of how mammals evolved to be bigger and more common, eventually taking the place of
dinosaurs as one of the most successful creatures on the planet. The Messel Pit Fossil Site and the fossil discoveries of Roy Chapman Andrews featured.2 Beasts inside Nigel Paterson28 November 2001 (2001-11-28) Explaining how prehistoric monkeys evolved into modern humans, and what attributes made human ancestors so
successful. La Cotte de St Brelade is represented. Walking with beasts was originally shown in the UK on BBC1 from 12 November to 21 December 2001. It aired in North America on December 9, 2001 on Discovery. The broadcast in the UK was the BBC's first non-sports interactive programme. Beasts was released on VHS on
November 26, 2001. The DVD release was released the following year on February 12 for North America (as Walk with Prehistoric Beasts) and April 8 in the UK. The North American release restores the original narration of Kenneth Branagh. The DVD contains several features: two 50-minute documentaries about prehistoric life, Triumph
of the Beasts (about cenozoic life in general) and Beasts Inside (which focuses on humans and primates in the show); Interview with Tim Haynes; Animated storyboards; Photo gallery; and a few files of facts about animals shown in the series. This edition was complete with a full walk with ... The collection, which was released on July 23,
2002. Re-edited and The Beasts version was presented as the second season of prehistoric planet, discovery Kids, designed for a younger audience than Walking with... The Beasts promotion was promoted through breakfast from Kellogg's and video game Walking with Beasts: Operation Salvage for Windows PCs. The exhibition was
held at the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum. The reception of the first episode of Walking with the Beasts attracted an audience of 8.5 million people, 35 percent of viewers at the time. Critics tended to enjoy a walk with the beasts. However, there have been some complaints about the overbearing narrative and disappointing visuals. The
companion book Companion was written by Tim Haines to accompany the first show of the series in 2001. As with Walking with Dinosaurs, the written version of Walking with Beasts, designed against the backdrop of each story, went further in explaining the science on which most of the program is based, and included descriptions of
several animals that were not identified or shown in the series. Scientific precision In the first episode Gastornis is portrayed as a carnivorous predator that is in agreement with their perception while birds of terror. However, in 2013, a scientific study showed that the bird is probably omnivorous or herbivorous. Ambulacetus is depicted as
an amphibian; more recent studies show that it was completely aquatic. Ambulacetus lived in Pakistan, not Germany. The award-winning series won an Emmy Award for Outstanding Animated Program. Notes - The Specimen featured in the episode was based on Propaleotherium parvulum, which is now considered synonymous with
Eurohippus 7 day data, including the original Thursday broadcast and Sunday repeat six major episodes. This episode did not reach the Top 30 programs. Inquiries : Tim Haynes (2002). Tim Haines production Of The Interview (DVD Featurette). Bbc. Fabrication - TV production. bbc.co.uk 2001. Archive from the original on December 23,
2001. Manufacturing - Animatronics. bbc.co.uk 2001. Archive from the original on December 21, 2001. Tim Haynes (2002). Tim Haines production Of The Interview (DVD Featurette). The budget for this was seven to eight million, but in terms of what we were trying to do, it's a basement deal. To give you some insight when you see
movies like Jurassic Park... they have the impact of budgets that run in many tens of millions of pounds. They have to, this is what they sell. Seven to eight million for being massively more effects shots and effects material is very, very cheap. But that's because we know exactly what we're doing and what we want from these effects, and
we're very focused on our approach. We don't waste any effects at all. Manufacturing - Computer graphics. bbc.co.uk 2001. Archive of December 21, 2001. Beasts in (DVD Featurette). Bbc. 2002. Tim Haynes (2002). Interview production (DVD Featurette). Bbc. Making - Making Models. bbc.co.uk 2001. Archive from the original on
December 14, 2001. Walking with Animals - Collections - Episode 1 bbc.co.uk. Web. Received on September 19, 2018. Walking with the Beasts - New Dawn bbc.co.uk. Web. Received on September 19, 2018. Weekly top 30 programs. Barb. Received on September 19, 2018. Haynes, Tim (2006). A complete guide to prehistoric life.
Canada: Firefly Books. page 176. ISBN 1-55407-125-9. Owen Gibson (October 9, 2001). Digital evolution for the BBC beasts. Keeper. 65 million years of strategy. Ign. October 5, 2001. Winner of the competition for a walk with the beasts of the exhibition in Coventry Herbert. The Coventry Telegraph. October 23, 2001. Dominic Mills



(November 27, 2001). Munking with animals. Telegraph. Ass, Marty (December 9, 2001). Walk with prehistoric beasts. The Washington Post original archive on September 11, 2016. - via HighBeam Research (subscription required) - First night: walks with animals. Keeper. Haynes, Tim (2001). Walking with the Beasts: a prehistoric safari.
DK Publishing. ISBN 0789478293. Jennifer Viegas (August 30, 2013). The 'terrorist bird' was scary to look vegetarian. ABC Science. Received on February 9, 2016. Italian or bold markings not allowed in: Publisher (help) and Angelo, K.; Fujiwara, S.-I. Farewell to life on land is a new indicator for the definition of paleecology in secondary
aquatic mammals. In the journal Anatomy. 229 (6): 768–777. doi:10.1111/joa.12518. Paleotology database. H-GSP 9210 (Eocene of Pakistan). Wikiquote's external links have quotes related to: Walking with Beasts Walking with Beasts on BBC Programmes Walk with Beasts - BBC Science and Nature Walk with Prehistoric Beasts on
IMDb Walk with Beasts on ABC extracted from
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